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Nicolaus Olahus wrote in his work Hungaria, in 1536-1537 : „This entire
kingdom of Hungary includes in our times, different nations - Hungarians, Ger
mans, Bohemias, Slaves, Croats, Saxons, Szeklers, Romanians, Serbes, Jaziges,
Ruthenians and finally, Turks - that use different languages, except for some
names, that as a result of a long tradition seem to be alike" . About the ethnic
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humanist wrote :
„Here are four nations of different origin : Hungarians, Szeklers, Saxons, Romanians ;
out of them, the Saxons are considered less fit for fighting. The Hungarians and the
Szeklers use the same language, except the Szeklers use some words characteristic to
their origin ... The Saxons are some colonies from Germany brought here by Char
les the Great ; this fact is proved by the similar language of these two peoples. By
tradition the Romanians are Roman colonists. As a proof, they have much in com
mon with the language of the Romans, a people whose coins are to be found in
these places ; these are undoubtedly, important proofs of ancient Roman rule over
here" . Olahus said about the confession of the Romanians : „The Romanians are
Christians, but following the Greeks in the proceeding of the Holly Spirit, they are
different from our church in some unimportant matters".
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It is important to determine what the meaning given by Olahus to the term
nation (natio) was. Thus in the first text, the 13 nations and their respective lan
guages, merely define the ethnic meaning of the term, while as for the four na
tions of Transylvania, Olahus considers the Romanians as one of these social
status. The expression qiiator diverso genere nationes is relevant in this respect,
as the word genus, - eris (= origin, people, family, descendancy, race, species),
Nicolai Olahi, Hungaria etAtila sive de originibus gentisregni
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implies the idea of origin, and not that of privileged group. That is why, the cor
rect translation seems to be four nations of different origin, or four nations of dif
ferent descent. The ethnic meaning given by Olahus to the world nation, is clear
ly revealed by the way he characterizes these nations, through their origin and language :
the language of Saxons is similar to German; the Romanian, to the Roman; the
Saxons came from Germany, the Romanians are the Romans' colonies, moreover, he
also brings the numismatic argument. The Romanians are also characterized by their
Christian confession. Consequently by the word natio-nationes, Nicolaus Olahus meant
peoples and not privileged groups ; these peoples are defined by origin, language, con
fession, ancient origin and even continuity, in the case of Romanians. These nations are
defined therefore in a modern, ethnic way. Nicolaus Olahus, by the intelligence and cul
ture, was a well known European humanist, much above the average of intelectuality of the time : so, he was able to mark the difference between forms or for
mulas and the core of things. During the time of Olahus, the autonomous
principality of Transylvania came into being, when the three „nations" and four
„religions" were accepted. Besides Olahus, there were other humanists of the
lS^-ló* centuries, who, when describing the peoples of Transylvania, and espe
cially the Romanians, appealed to linguistic arguments (Enea Silvio Piccolomini,
Antonio Bonfini, Johannes Lebel, Georg Reicherstorffer, Johann Hertel, Anton
Verancsics, etc.). All these humanists considered the Romanians as descendants of
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thodoxes. The question is, whether during that time, there existed ethnic sen
sibilities. The answer will be found only in studying the sources.
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On November 16, 1523, Paul Thomory, archbishop of Kalocsa and Vac,
wrote a letter to the Saxons from Sibiu as an answer to their complains addresed
to him, in connection with the officials from Făgăraş and the Romanians . Paul
Thomory suggested the right, lawful way of justice for solving the problems :
„You must know that nothing is more unbearable to the subjects than, when one
does not want to obey the law, but tries to get justice by himself. These were the
causes of robberies, fires, pillage, that by great efforts, as you yourselves well
know, we have brought again to a better state". Therefore, he recognizes, that
Romanians were forced to violent actions by the abuses of Saxons, their way of
avoiding justice. In spite all these, the discrimination is still obvious : „We do let alone
the complains of the people from Făgăraş who answered our letters : only that the
Saxons must have priority against the Romanian as was in our times, otherwise
that country, would come soon to equality, if the Romanian's interest had to be the
same as that of the Catholic." Thus, justice had to be obeyed by everyone, except
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for the Romanians its measure was different. The letter openly accepts and sug
gests discrimination : this was why the Romanians were forced to violent actions.
A document of 1557 illustrates an ancient conflict between Saxons and
Romanians from Romos for a piece of fertile land. The Romanians arguments are the
followings : „Even if the Saxons (Christians) had cleaned that land still, for the taxes
obligations, the school teacher's salary (rector scholae) we are equal (equaleonus),
therefore, we want equal pieces of land.'" This document is representative for two
principles : the mediaeval one, concerning the rights over the land of those who up
turned it -- and the modern principle of the equal rights to the harvest. After long
years of dispute, the Romanians from Romos appealed to the „senate" of the Saxon
University and obtain the acceptance of their principle : „So if the Romanians from
Romos do have equal obligations with the Saxons paying the same taxes, even if the
Saxoas had upturned those lands, these should be used in common, with the
Romanians ..." Consequently, in 16* century the justice of a principle, that will be
later on (18*—19* centuries) rejected, was fully accepted. The document of 1557
named the Saxons Christiani, and the Romanians ValacliL
A false convention of 1548 (it must have been concluded between the
Romanians from Ţara Făgăraşului and „Universos Saxones sepîem et duarum
sedium", but the Romanians had not been invited to the confirmation of this
document) drastically stipulated : „First, the Romanians from Făgăraş should not
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push their sheep on Saxons land if there is no agreement in this respect, before
the law." If they still did, the Saxon had the right, under certain circumstances,
to kill them. This was the meaning of the discriminatory principle suggested by
Paul Thomory : The Romanians should be treated according to rules, more rigid
ones. Practically it was difficult to make the Romanians understand that even the
land had ethnic attributes (Saxon land, Szekler land and the Magyar nobility's
land) and the animals had to obey these rules. That is why, under the rule of
Mihai Viteazul, there were attempts to do justice. Up to his time, the Transylvanian dietas continued their distinctive activities ; thus the Tirgu-Mureş Dieta in
art. 28 stipulated : „The Romanian may not denounce (extradite) the Hungarian or
the Saxon, but the Hungarian or the Saxon may denounce the Romanian" .
A decision of the Dieta from 1554 said that ..no Magyar peasant could be
accused by only 3 witnesses, but it is necessary the testimony of 7 persons, all
trustworthy." On the other hand, the Romanian could be accused by only 3
trustworthy persons. The next year, 1555 another dieta, stipulated in art. 20 : „At
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the same time, the Christian peasant may be accused by the oath of 7 Christians,
7 Romanians must testify for a Romanian." Such attitudes naturally led to ethnic
sensibilities. When the army of Petra Rares was crossing Transylvania, Petru
Perembsky, queen Isabella's secretary, wrote : „Some Romanians would gladly
join him (Rares), because they have the same language" ". In fact, many
Romanians from Ciceu, Ţara Lapuşului, joined the Moldavian army . In 1552,
the Magyar nobles from Hunedoara county, complained that as a result of the
robberies and pillage of General Castaldo's men, the Romanians from Deva, left
in great number for Wallachia .
Under these circumstances, several measures were taken in Transylvania ; in
1542 „unio trium nationum" was twice consolidated, with a view to counteract
the plans of Petru Rares and „reform" the change created by him . The three na
tions are also afraid of Habsburg ; thus, the Diet from Cluj asked the King Fer
dinand that in Transylvania, in official positions should be appointed only Hun
garians, not strangers : „non extraneos, sed Hungaros constituere dignetur" . The
Diet of 1551 stipulates : „We also do ask Your Majesty to accept as voivode in
Transylvania a Magyar one (ex nationes Hungarica)" '. It is obvious, that the
word natio acquired an ethnic meaning even in official documents, as the Magyar
nation replaced the nobles nation. There was no peace for Romanians within this
system, even it they were nobles. The Italian Iesuit Antonio Possevino, wrote in
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same honours from the prince, as the Magyar nobles . This attitude was very
clear in the case of Ştefan Voievod (Mîzgă) in 1577, while wandering through
Transylvania, he asked for a piece of land around Ardud, „where there are people
speaking Romanian". The voievode „in spe" gets such a village, that the
authorities wanted to take back because he was „of Romanian nationality" (ex natione Valachica), he did not know Hungarian and German, he did not know the
traditions of the country . The humanist chronicler Szamosközi, after stating that
the Romanian are lazy, dirty, bent to robbery and pillage, accepts that the
Romanian nobles from Caransebeş are more civilized because „their origin is of
Hungarian descendance"" . This was in fact, a mediaeval „cliche" of Magyar
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chronicles according to which the Hungarian nobility descended from the Magyar
conquerors, while the peasants from the subdued peoples found in Panonia and
the Carpathian basin, by the conquerors .
The Orthodox church was also object of discrimination as a result of the
Reform. Nicolae Iorga wrote : loan Sigismund though that, if the ancient belief
had been quitted by Romanians, this would be an advantage for closing Transyl
vania within its own frontiers, this is why the bishop superintendence for the
Romanians was not a religious idea, but a political one" . The prince and the
Calvinist church had the same opinions as king Ludovic 1st and Bartolomeu of
Alverna, who knew, since 14* century, that those who aren't loyal to their prince,
would never be faithful, because of their foreign religion" . The religious reform
could never win the Romanians from Transylvania, regardless of its methods ;
however, the national character of Othodoxism became more emphasized as well
as the difference between „accepted" and „tolerated". The system of accepted
religion oficially known up to 1572 continued to keep the privilégies of the
minority, the Catholic. This led to the aggravation of the „tolerated" Orthodoxes
who were rejected, while Orthodox religion was even considered as no Christian
one, the Romanians being adversaires of Christianism . The Diet of 1566 in
tended to put an end to idolatry among Romanians, „whose shepperds being
blind, led the blind"
; these
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removed from bishop to priest and monk .
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Under these circumstances, Transylvania of the 16* century seemed to be a
country of serious discrimination and injustice. The testimony of Anton
Verancsics, who can not be suspected of sympathy for the Romanians, is relevant
in this respect : „there are three nations in the country : Szeklers, Saxons,
Magyars. I should still add the Romanians who, though as many as the others
still do not have any liberty, any nobility, any right, except for a small number of
people in Haţeg district, that is supposed to have been the capital of Decebal, and
who, during the time of loan de Hunedoara, originar of this district, got their
nobility, for having fought against the Turks. The others are all ordinary people
serfs of the Magyar, spread all over the country, having a miserable life" . There
fore, during the time of Olahus, in Transylvania the nations were privileged
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groups according to ethnic criteria : the nobles nation became Magyar nation,
favoured towards the Saxons and the Szeklers ; the Romanian nobles and peasants
are discriminated as compared to the non-Romanians. This discrimination was already a tradition, and it became now official. Consequently, there were two opposite attitudes, that of masters and that of the serfs. At the same time the whole
society, its institutions and rules follow the same way : the land, the social groups
(noble = Magyar, serf - Romanian) ; Orthodoxy is considered a „Romanian
religion". The Romanian are all the time considered inferior to the other inhabitants of Transylvania. The term Christiani-Valachi, used in the documents of
the time, is a proof that Romanian was a synonim for Orthodox, different from
Christian. Nicolaus Olahus belonged only in part, to this mediaeval, discriminatory conception ; the humanist also perceived the modern trend of his outlook, he did not want to see the discriminations. This is why, he considered ail
the Transylvanian nations as equals. Olahus regarded the Romanians as Christians, as a people of illustrious origin. In his diplomas as baron of the RomanGerman Empire, the Great humanist praized the ancient origins of the Romanians,
their famous princes such as loan de Hunedoara, the father of king Matia . He
bore all his life the name of Olahus, a vivid proof of his Romanian origin, with
giving it up, even when he became Archbishop and regent of Hungary. On the
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other hand as noble and Catholic priest, he was a Hungarus, while as humanist,
and scholar, he was homo Europäern. In spite of all he had done he was envied,
hurt, despised. When he died, the bishop of Oradea, Francise Forgâch, wrote in
his Magyar Hìstoriója : „The Archbishop, a man of lowest type, born from a
Romanian father, raised out of hate against the others at the highest rank, tried to
keep the regency and the royal seal. As he had all these high dignities he owned
ignominiously, the dignities and ranks of others" . Thus Forach did not take into
account the fact that Olahus had been a good Catholic, a great nobleman, an illustrious humanist scholar ; all that mattered, was his low, Romanian origin that
are revealed with hate, and satisfaction that everything was over. This is one of
the most relevant proofs of the ethnic element, within some circles of the power.
Unfortunately, moderation and tolerance, illustrated by Olahus and some other
humanists, was rejected, in favour of discrimination. Under these circumstances, it
was natural that during the time of Mi hai Viteazul, there were attempts to
diminish if not eliminate discrimination in the 16 century Transylvania and this
could only be possible, by bringing the Romanians to an equal status, such as
Nicolaus Olahus, ideally meant to.
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